
Selected Decoy Rigs and Styles: 

Decoys commonly have some sort of initials, names, or symbols marked on their bottoms.  Most of these 
markings were done to establish ownership, although commercial makers often did it to help advertise their 
products.  Individual and club markings are part of the decoy’s history, and in my opinion, deserve to be 
recorded and preserved. 

In preparation for the scheduled 2022 spring TIDCA meeting I chose some marked decoys to begin talking 
about.  There were many different examples to pick from, and I simply chose a few that had a recent 
connection to me.  I also chose some decoys of a distinctive style that were made by unknown or questionable 
individuals.  Although the 2022 spring meeting has now been cancelled, I am still interested in collecting more 
information about these decoys hopefully to present at a future spring TIDCA meeting. 

Photos and notes that I have collected over the years about the selected decoy rigs and styles are presented 
on the following pages.  Please look it over.  Information about decoys has sometimes been written on their 
bottoms, and/or exchanged between collectors.  You may have heard something or have something written 
on one of your decoys that would be helpful.  Photos of previously unknown examples a particular style are 
also nice to have.  You might even become interested enough to do some further research using online 
resources or by interviewing various individuals who might have information. 

If you have any information about any of the decoy rigs or decoy styles, or know of examples, please contact 
Tom Eckert at 315-654-2902. 

 

  



C.A. Duke rig: 
 
Alexandria Bay decoys branded ‘C.A. DUKE’ on their bottoms.  I know of two 
Frank Coombs hen broadbills and two Clovis LeFebvre decoys with this brand. 
 
The Coombs hen broadbills with the brand that I am aware of are virtually 
identical in both form and paint.  Likely they were purchased from Coombs at 
the same time. 
 
 
 

 
 
One of the Coombs decoys also had a detailed note taped to the bottom attributing 
the decoy to the rig of Charles Alva Duke, an oil millionaire from Pennsylvania.  The 
source of that information was a chapter by Martin Copp in Shawn Thompson’s 
book, River Rats: The People of the Thousand Islands, pages 153-155. 
 
According to Martin Copp, Duke was usually known as C.A. Duke and he 
“obsessively” branded and stamped that on everything he owned.  He was an avid 
musky fisherman with property on the west end of Grenadier Island (the Grenadier 
Island in the River northeast of Alexandria Bay). 
 
Articles from the Watertown Daily Times showed that Duke was still active in the 
Grenadier Island/Alexandria Bay area through 1928 with most of the articles 
describing motorboat racing or the development of a county club on Grenadier. 
 
Still need to obtain more information on Charles Alva Duke, including when he 
died. 



C.A. Duke rig continued: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Shown on this page are the two Clovis LeFebvre decoys that I am aware of with the ‘C.A. DUKE’ brand.  Both are repainted, 
and the drake goldeneye has a repaired bill. 

 
 
Bottom view of the LeFebvre goldeneye with the ‘C.A. DUKE’ brand.  The description that 
accompanied the LeFebvre drake goldeneye speculated that the brand was for Charles A. Duke, 
an avid sportsman from Watertown (1871-1918).  Although the Watertown Charles Duke could 
reasonably be the owner when discussing LeFebvre decoys, he would unlikely have owned and 
branded the Coombs decoys.  The hunting accident that turned Coombs from barbering to decoy 
carving did not happen until 1916, and earlier research showing Coombs did not begin substantial 
decoy carving until the early 1920s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



PAT H rig: 
Ogdensburg area decoys with ‘PAT H’ branded in their bottoms. 
 
Until January 2022, all the examples that I was aware of were 
early, longer-body, Rosh Douglas decoys.  From auction sales I 
knew of 4 broadbills, two canvasbacks, and one goldeneye with 
the brand.  I have also heard of second goldeneye from another 
collector.  One of the Douglas broadbills is shown in the two 
photos on the left. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
In January 2022, a Frank Louis style repainted hen broadbill decoy with the 
‘PAT H’ brand was offered for sale (photos shown to the right). 
 
  



C. HALL rig: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sam Denny decoys with ‘C. Hall’ branded on the bottom.  From auction sales I know the three hen broadbills and one drake 
redhead with this brand.  The bottom of the drake redhead is shown above. 
 
  



COMFORT. rig: 
 
One of two drake redhead decoys with ‘COMFORT.’ branded on the 
bottom.  Both are very similar in style, appear to be carved by the same 
person, and are similar in style to some other St. Lawrence River decoys.  
The example shown to the left and below has been sold three times at 
auctions, Bourne 7/85, Guyette 7/09, and Guyette weekly online 
12/10/20.  It also has the following written in pencil on the bottom, 
“USED ON ST. LAWRENCE RIVER.  DATE + MAKER UNKNOWN”.  The 
catalog listings for this decoy have all stated that it is in original paint. 
 
The second example with the ‘COMFORT.’ brand that I know of is in 
rather poor condition with heavily worn repaint. 
 

 
 
 
I don’t know whether COMFORT refers to a 
person, club or place; but it obviously could 
refer to Comfort Island in front of 
Keewaydin State Park, just west of 
Alexandria Bay.  That island has a large villa 
first occupied in 1882 by Alson E. Clark, a 
prominent Chicago paint manufacturer. 
 
 
 
 
  



Red triangle rig (    ) : 

A rig of Alexandria Bay decoys that were owned by Bob Ingersoll, Fulton, NY, that had a red triangle painted on their bottoms.  
The triangles were about 1&1/2 inches on a side and were located and oriented differently on different decoys.  The rig 
included longer body Chauncey Wheeler broadbills, a number of species by Gus Rogers, and some decoys whose attributions 
are a bit questionable. 
 
Bob retired and moved to Las Vegas some time ago, and today would be in his mid-80s.  Decoys from this rig were dispersed 
over a number of years, with the last sold about 1990.  Little is known about the origins of the rig, except that Bob Ingersoll 
would not have been the first owner.  Bob was reported to have been an avid duck hunter who often hunted Oswego Harbor 
on Lake Ontario, and it is likely that he owned other vintage hunting decoys without the red triangle symbol.  It has also been 
reported that a few decoys had the red triangles on their bottoms covered with green paint. 

 
 
 
 
Left:  Gus Rogers hen canvasback from the red 
triangle rig.  The triangle points to the tail on this 
decoy, but pointed towards the head on others. 
The location of the triangle on the bottom also 
varied among the decoys. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Red triangle rig continued: 

 
 
 
 
Examples of Gus Rogers decoys from the red triangle rig, about 
which there is little question.  Wheeler decoys in the red 
triangle rig were classic longer body broadbills, again with no 
doubt as to their maker. 
 
 
The red triangle rig did contain some other decoys whose 
maker was a bit questionable.  One of those is shown on the 
next page. 

 



Red triangle rig continued: 

Hen goldeneye from the red triangle rig.  I have attributed the decoy to Gus Rogers, but the head style is unusual and others 
have suggested it might have been carved by someone else.  The paint style is typical of Rogers hen goldeneyes and the decoy 
does have the plugs in the bottom associated with his holding device, so there seems to be less question about who painted it. 

The head styles of decoys attributed to Gus Rogers are in my opinion rather variable.  Is the style of this head so unusual that 
it is likely by someone else?  A difficult question to answer.  One point I would make is that there are other decoys with this 
same head style; and auction sales show at least three other hen goldeneyes with a very similar head style. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bourne, September 1984, lot #230                 Oliver, July 1986, lot #793                   Decoys Unlimited, July 1991, lot #188 



Broadbill style 4: 

 
Distinctively carved broadbill decoys by an unknown St. Lawrence River carver which have a rather elongated face and bill, 
with minimal curve in the upper surface, presenting a pointed face look when viewed from the side.  I have arbitrarily named 
them ‘broad style 4’.  Currently I know of four broadbill decoys in this style, three hens and one drake, with a total of seven 
documented auction appearances.  In addition, pictures of three of the four were secured from other collectors.  The various 
auction catalogs have attributed to these decoys to a variety of carvers including Chauncey Wheeler, Fred Duclon, and Chancy 
Patterson.  Other catalogs listings attributed the paint to Chauncey Wheeler. 
 
The above pictured decoy was sold on eBay 3/14/21, where it was speculated that it might have been a LeFebvre body that 
was reheaded.  However, the fact that there are three other examples with virtually identical carving suggests to me the 
heads are original to the bodies, and that they are the work of an unidentified carver. 
 
 



Broadbill style 4 continued: 

All four of these decoys have Alexandria Bay style paint.  The decoy pictured on the previous page, and one of the other two 
hens, have virtually identical paint.  Both are in excellent condition, although the catalog description of the other example lists 
a bill repair.  The third hen broadbill has considerably more wear.  The paint pattern is similar, but the shade of brown appears 
to be a bit different and the stippling on the back appears to use a larger brush.  The one drake that I am aware of also has 
moderate wear.  It has a nicely combed back, which looks to me most similar to the combing of Gus Rogers, but it does not 
have plugs on the bottom that are associated with the holding device Gus Rogers typically used. 
 
Photos of the two broadbill style 4 decoys that have moderate in-use wear: 

 
 


